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Your College preferences are obviously important to us and depending on what those preferences 

are may be more important than others. For example, religious preferences may come over 

preferences on location or area of the country.  

Now it’s a little different between here in Australia and NZ and the US. Let’s explain what we mean 

by this. 

• Now in the US If you are a general student it works pretty much the same as Uni here in 

Australia an NZ.  

• You have your ATAR Score, or your OP score, you have your high school results and classes 

and you pick your course and also you will have your preferences on Unis. You probably only 

have a couple that you are applying for.  

• It’s the same in the US if you are a general student except probably on a larger scale.  

• It’s common for people to move away from home, like far away from home. So, with the 

2500 or more institutions across the US, you can and will apply for more than you would 

here.  

• 64 universities in total in AUS, so that’s what I mean by “on a larger scale” chances are you 

aren’t applying for too many schools here.  

• So, when we are speaking about ‘preferences’ its similar in a sense between here and there, 

but it’s not really.  

You have your choices in schools, you apply to those schools based on high school achievement and 

what you want to study, then you get into some of those schools, you don’t get into some of those 

schools and then you pick your school.  

Its good to have preferences. What we suggest it to not go over the top with your preferences. Try 

and limit it to areas of the country. But even then, why limit yourself at all? 

When you start getting into divisions, and specific schools etc it makes things more difficult.  

Don’t limit yourself at all if you can. If you do have preferences obviously, we will work around them, 

but I guarantee you will have a fantastic time no matter where it is because it’s something that is 

completely different to anything you could do here.  

• When you start talking about divisions and schools etc it slowly becomes more and more out 

of our hands. For example, you want to go to these group of schools in this particular 

conference in the NCAA division 1 or 2.  

• Well that is something we have no control of. Are you eligible academically? Can you afford 

it? Is the coach looking for you and are you going to compete at all?? 

Which is where we will get into the student athlete side of things now. Preferences as an athlete, 

you don’t have them really. I mean locations, that’s about it. Locations to work around, but even 

then, nothing I guaranteed.  

The only time you have a preference is when you apply to a number of different schools, have 

different coaches wanting to sign you, and then you can prefer to go to one school over another 

school or group of schools.  



You don’t choose. When I was a coach at Iowa central, Top ranked junior college, No one got to 

choose to come and play there. Every single person that I recruited was because I wanted them 

there and I needed them there. Not the opposite.  

• It is not your choice as a student athlete, so preferences need to be toned down a bit 

compared to general students. Unless you are the best student and the best athlete, look, 

then you can have a bit of a choice obviously.  

• But are you? Well the answer is no. because if you were you probably wouldn’t need us. And 

you probably wouldn’t be taking this opportunity because you would be a pro here.  

• I guess you just have to look at it this way….. Would you prefer to have options in the US or 

not?  

• Whether you want to actually go to the US or not is a different thing. Which is what we try 

and separate.  

• Our job is not to put people on planes and send them to the US. Everyone on the program 

whether they know 100% or not they want to go to the US all know that they at least want 

to give themselves options in the US for when they finish school.  

• Their preference is just to have another doorway opened for them.  


